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ABSTRACT: Thomas Hincks’s A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes was published in
London by John Van Voorst. Volume 1 comprises the text, and volume 2, the plates; there are
two states, one on demy paper, the other on royal. Hitherto, the publication date of 1868 on
the title‐pages seems to have been unquestioned by taxonomists and bibliographers alike.
However, in the demy state, all of the 67 plates, which are transfer‐lithographs from the
etched plates in the royal state, are dated 1869, which casts doubt on the correctness of the
purported publication date of 1868 (in the royal state the plates are not dated). Furthermore,
in the text‐volume (identical in both states) is a reference to a work undoubtedly published in
1869. External evidence establishes a publication date between 1 March and 13 March 1869 for
both volumes. The latter date is crucial for establishing nomenclatural priorities. This
corrected publication date necessitates re‐examination of the 64 names of new taxa and
nomenclatural combinations published therein, in case the precedence of any of them might
be nullified by names in other publications predating them. The preferred Harvard‐citation
referens for A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes should henceforth be “Hincks, 1868
[1869]”. The original intaglio plates of the royal state are by Tuffen West, and apparently
constitute the only recorded examples hitherto of etchings by that naturalist‐artist; they were
reprinted after Van Voorst retired in 1886 by his successors, Gurney & Jackson. I am not aware
of any other example of a natural‐history book published in two sizes, in each of which the
plates are printed by entirely different processes.
KEYWORDS: British Isles, Gurney & Jackson, Hydrozoa, John Van Voorst, publication dates,
spurious dates, Thomas Hincks, Tuffen West, zoophytes.
INTRODUCTION

The series of monographs entitled “Natural History of the British Isles”, issued by the
Victorian publisher John Van Voorst (18041898), comprises eighteen titles (Freeman, 1980),
many of which were published in parts. Parts‐publication by Van Voorst has given rise to a
number of misapprehensions regarding the accurate dating of descriptions of new taxa and
other nomenclatural acts, for instance in Edward Forbes’s A History of British Starfishes (see
Williams, 2014), Philip Henry Gosse’s Actinologia Britannica (see Williams, 2017a) and George
Johnston’s A History of the British Zoophytes (see Williams, 2018a). In those, and in other
instances, the consolidated volume issued on completion of the parts‐issue is dated as a
single year only, later than the date‐range during which its contents were actually published.
It is by no means guaranteed, however, that the title‐page date of a work originally
published as a complete volume or volumes is any more reliable than that of a consolidated
volume of a parts‐issue. For instance, it has previously proved necessary to correct the
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spurious publication date of 1867 for Thomas Vernon Wollaston’s volume of Coleoptera
Hesperidum to 1868 (see Williams, 2017b). Attention is now drawn to a similar example: A
History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes, by Thomas Hincks (1818–1899), referred to hereinafter
as British Hydroid Zoophytes.
THE SUSPECT DATE

British Hydroid Zoophytes was published as two complete volumes. Volume 1 comprises
the text, and volume 2, the plates, both title‐pages being dated 1868 (see Figure 1), a date
customarily accepted by contemporary main‐stream booksellers (e.g., Quaritch, 1881: 154). In
common with many of Van Voorst’s “Natural History of the British Isles” series, it was
printed on more than one paper‐size, in this case demy and royal sheets. Crucially, the
printing processes for the plates on the different paper sizes are not the same, and rubrics for
the attributions to artist, printer and publisher are present only on the plates of the demy
state.1 In that state, every one of the plates is dated MDCCCLXIX (see Figure 2); however, the
plates of the royal state bear none of this lettering and so are undated (cf. Figures 2 and 3).
This fact has apparently never been noted by a hydroid‐taxonomist in any publication from
the nineteenth century to the present day. Just a few examples of the consistent acceptance
by specialists of the apparent publication date of 1868 from contemporary2 to modern times
may be noted here: Allman (1871: xi), Bedot (1910: 226), Cornelius (1995: 357), Schuchert
(2006: 399), Calder (2009: 205). It is a curious fact that Hincks himself cited his British Hydroid
Zoophytes very sparingly in subsequent papers. Having worked through the bibliography of
his papers by Calder (2009), I could find no instance of Hincks’s ever stating its publication
date.3 The problem created by the crucial difference between the dates on the title‐pages
(1868) and the plates (1869) of this monograph therefore needs to be resolved.
THE CORRECT DATE

Examination of the text of volume 1 of British Hydroid Zoophytes for internal clues to a
correct publication date revealed, on page 325, a reference to “Norman’s Shetland Dredging
Report, Brit. Ass. Rep. 1868 (1869)”. A. M. Norman’s Dredging Report (Norman, 1869) was
published in the Report of the Thirty‐eighth Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science held at Norwich in August 1868, which appeared no later than 27 September 1869:
see Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Séances de l’Académie des Sciences, 69:736 (Calder, 2015:
219). Hence it seems extremely likely that Hincks must have known the contents of
Norman’s forthcoming paper (including G. J. Allman’s description of the hydroid Coryne
1 Copies of a book printed on different paper sizes, but not distinguished typographically, are termed states
(Gaskell, 1974: 316).
2 In The English Catalogue of Books, Low (1873: 181) gave the publication date as 1860. This was no doubt an
unfortunate misprint, since The Publishers’ Circular, from which The English Catalogue of Books was compiled,
gives 1869 (see later).
3 However, on his Certificate for Election to Fellowship of the Royal Society of London, there is reference to “A
History of British Hydroid Zoophytes. Two Vols. Plates. 1869” (Royal Society Archive EC/1872/16). Hence, it
is also significant that Hincks’s help with the Hydroida is acknowledged by Thompson (1885: vii) in the
preface to his A Bibliography of Protozoa, Sponges, Coelenterata, and Worms, in which he correctly dated British
Hydroid Zoophytes as 1869, though without any explanation.
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nutans) well in advance of its publication.4 This citation thus indicates that British Hydroid
Zoophytes was in fact published in 1869. Hence, internal evidence in both volumes 1 (text)
and 2 (plates) points to publication in 1869. This is corroborated by a review (Anonymous,
1869a; published in October) headed “A History of British Hydroid Zoophytes. By Thomas
Hincks, B.A. 2 vols. Van Voorst, 1869”. That heading stands with no explanation from the
reviewer except for the statement that “We regret that circumstances have prevented our
before noticing this valuable work, which has now been out some months.” Nevertheless,
the reviewer’s stated year of publication is correct, and Wright (1870: 650), in a predecessor
volume to the Zoological Record, noted, again without evidence, that “These volumes, though
dated 1868, were not published until January 1869”.
Nevertheless, further evidence is desirable to establish exactly when in 1869 British
Hydroid Zoophytes was published. Fortunately, the book is recorded explicitly in “NEW
WORKS PUBLISHED FROM MARCH 1 to 13” in The Publishers’ Circular (volume 32, no. 756
of 15 March 1869, page 168). The date of receipt of the legal‐deposit copy by the British
Museum (a royal octavo copy, shelf‐mark (B) FT 75 of the present British Library) was 15
May 1869; furthermore, the book was reviewed in The Athenaeum of 22 May 1869
(Anonymous, 1869b). Both dates are consistent with the announcement in The Publishers’
Circular, though some two months later. Nevertheless, since the issues of The Monthly
Microscopical Journal were published on the first of each month, inclusion of the review in no.
5 (Anonymous, 1869c) suggests that a copy was received between 1 April and 1 May 1869.
On balance, it would seem, therefore, that Wright’s (1870) suggested publication‐date of
January 1869 is a little too early, and the date‐range in The Publishers’ Circular should be
accepted.
A comment is appropriate here regarding the delay in delivery of the royal‐size legal‐
deposit copy to the British Museum. It may be noted that Van Voorst had on previous
occasions sent royal copies of his books to the British Museum Library for legal deposit, for
instance Edward Forbes’s A History of British Starfishes (see Williams, 2014: 6) and George
Johnston’s second edition of A History of British Zoophytes (see Williams, 2018a: 163), In both
cases, their dates of receipt were very soon after the date of publication of the whole edition
in both demy and royal states. The delay in the case of British Hydroid Zoophytes does not,
therefore, appear to be significant.
WHY WAS PUBLICATION DELAYED?

It is clear from the opening paragraph of Hincks’s preface, dated “Great Malvern,
November 20th, 1868” that some major personal calamity had delayed publication:

Notably, Hincks’s account in British Hydroid Zoophytes of C. nutans (given on page 325 as “Additional Species”)
was taken nearly verbatim from Allman (1869) (Dale R. Calder, Curator Emeritus, Department of Natural
History, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada, pers. comm., 4 August 2018). It is significant that page 325
was in probably the last portion of Hincks’s letterpress to be printed, since it forms the major part of the very
brief “SUPPLEMENT TO APPENDIX” (pages 324325); this lends further weight to the speculation that he
had been given access to Norman’s manuscript well before its publication. An important consequence of this
newly recognized order of precedence is that the formal citation of the authority for Coryne nutans sp. nov.
should be “Allman in Hincks, 1868 [1869]”, rather than “Allman in Norman, 1869”.
4
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It is not necessary that I should enter into any explanation of the causes that have delayed the
publication of the present work, which was designed and announced several years since; but I
should be ungrateful if I did not acknowledge the enduring patience of the Publisher under
trials of no ordinary kind.

Certainly, this work was very long in preparation, having been announced in one of Van
Voorst’s catalogues dated January 1863. There seems no doubt that the cause of delay was a
serious breakdown of Hincks’s health. Calder (2009) recounted that “By late 1867 Hincks had
become ‘greviously unwell’ ”. Despite being granted, in January 1868, a year’s leave of
absence from his ministry at the Mill Hill Chapel, Leeds, his health continued to decline,
culminating in “severe and permanent voice impairment”, which led to his resignation in
March 1869.
As if this were not enough, other factors exacerbated the situation. For instance, any
further delay that might have been caused by the publication in 1868 of an anthology of
hymns (Calder, 2009), despite his health problems, was clearly of his own making. However,
it was presumably Van Voorst who decided to transfer the original etched plates to stones
for lithographic reproduction (see later). Judging by the dating of the letterpress as 1868,
perhaps that task did not proceed as quickly as intended. The apparently hurried
amendments to the 1869 dating of the lithographs (see Figures 2 and 4) might indicate that
the original date marked on the stones was MDCCCLXVIII.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1) The preferred Harvard‐citation referens (sensu Williams, 2011) for A History of the
British Hydroid Zoophytes should henceforth be “Hincks, 1868 [1869]”.
2) Wright’s (1870) suggested publication‐date of January 1869 for A History of the British
Hydroid Zoophytes, being un‐evidenced is viewed here with extreme caution. However, the
explicit range of possible publication‐dates in The Publishers’ Circular of 1 March to 13 March
1869 may safely be accepted. This range should be treated similarly to the requirement of the
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature that only the last day of a date‐range, such as a
whole year or a whole month, is acceptable for the purpose of establishing priorities
(International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999). Therefore, unless more
definitive evidence is discovered, the presumed publication‐date for British Hydroid
Zoophytes should be regarded as 13 March 1869.
3) This corrected publication date affects the formal citation of the authority for Coryne
nutans sp. nov., which should be “Allman in Hincks, 1868 [1869]”, since it predates “Allman
in Norman, 1869” (see Allman, 1869; Norman, 1869).
4) The correction of publication date also necessitates re‐examination of the names of the
other 63 new taxa and nomenclatural combinations published in British Hydroid Zoophytes
(see Table 1)5, in case the precedence of any of them might be nullified by names in other
publications that predate them. However, I offer no opinions herein on the correct
applications of the names listed in Table 1; that is in the province of specialist hydroid‐
taxonomists.
5 Names higher in rank than family‐status (i.e., those outside the remit of the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature) are not included (International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999).
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Figure 1. Title‐page of volume 1 of both states of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes
(Hincks 1868 [1869]) (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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Figure 2. Plate 3 of volume 2 of the demy state of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes
(Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of leaf 221 × 141 mm; image 180 × 106 mm (Photo: R. B.
Williams, 2018).
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Figure 3. Plate 3 of volume 2 of the royal state of A History of the British Hydroid
Zoophytes (Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of leaf 256 × 157 mm; image 180 × 106
mm (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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Table 1. The 64 new nominal taxa and nomenclatural combinations introduced in A History of the British
Hydroid Zoophytes (Hincks 1868 [1869]), with a substantiated date of publication no earlier than 13 March 1869.
New taxon or combination
Aglaophenia tubulifera (Hincks), comb. nov.

Group
Thecaphora

Page
288

Notes
Previously as Plumularia tubulifera

Atractylidae Hincks, fam. nov.

Athecata

87



Calycella fastigiata (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

208

Previously as Campanularia fastigiata

Campanularia exigua (Sars), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

172

Previously as Laomedea exigua

Campanularia flexuosa (Hincks), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

168

Previously as Laomedea flexuosa

Campanularia fragilis (Hincks), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

175

Previously as Laomedea fragilis

Campanularia neglecta (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

171

Previously as Laomedea neglecta

Campanulina acuminata (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

187

Previously as Laomedea acuminata

Campanulina turrita Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

190



Campanulinidae Hincks, fam. nov.

Thecaphora

186



Clava squamata (Müller), comb. nov.

Athecata

4

Previously as Hydra squamata

Clavatellidae Hincks, fam. nov. *

Athecata

69

Now synonymized with Cladonematidae
Gegenbaur, 1857

Clytia johnstoni (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

143

Previously as Campanularia johnstoni

Coppinia arcta (Dalyell), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

219

Previously as Sertularia arcta

Coppiniidae Hincks, fam. nov. *

Thecaphora

218

Now synonymized with Lafoeidae A. Agassiz,
1865

Coryne nutans Allman in Hincks, sp. nov.

Athecata

325

Predates Allman in Norman, 1869 (also Coryne
nutans Allman, 1872 in World Register of
Marine Species)

Coryne vanbenedenii Hincks, nom. nov.

Athecata

45

Replacement for Syncoryna pusilla (sensu Van
Beneden)

Cuspidella costata Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

210



Cuspidella grandis Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

210



Diphasia attenuata (Hincks), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

247

Previously as Sertularia attenuata

Filellum Hincks, nom. nov.

Thecaphora

214

Replacement for Reticularia Wyville Thomson

Filellum serpens (Hassall), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

214

Previously as Campanularia serpens

Haleciidae Hincks, fam. nov.

Thecaphora

220



Halecium plumosum Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

227



Hydrallmania falcata (Linnaeus), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

273

Previously as Sertularia falcata

Hydrallmania Hincks, gen. nov.

Thecaphora

273



Hydranthea Hincks, gen. nov.

Athecata

99



Hydranthea margarica (Hincks), comb. nov.

Athecata

100

Previously as Atractylis margarica

Lafoea pocillum Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

204



Lafoea pygmaea Alder in Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

205



Lafoeidae Hincks, fam. nov.

Thecaphora

198



Laridae Hincks, fam. nov.

Athecata

35

Junior homonym of Laridae Rafinesque, 1815
(Aves)
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Page

Notes

Leptoscyphidae Hincks, fam. nov. *

Thecaphora

196

Status uncertain (perhaps = Phialellidae
Russell, 1953)

Lovenella clausa (Lovén), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

177

Previously as Campanularia clausa

Lovenella Hincks, gen. nov.

Thecaphora

177



Myriothela phrygia (Fabricius), comb. nov.

Athecata

77

Previously as Lucernaria phrygia

Myriothelidae Hincks, fam. nov.

Athecata

75



Obelia dichotoma (Linnaeus), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

156

Previously as Sertularia dichotoma

Obelia flabellata (Hincks), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

157

Previously as Campanularia flabellata

Obelia gelatinosa (Pallas), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

151

Previously as Sertularia gelatinosa

Obelia longissima (Pallas), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

154

Previously as Sertularia longissima

Obelia plicata Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

159



Opercularella Hincks, gen. nov.

Thecaphora

193



Opercularella lacerata (Johnston), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

194

Previously as Campanularia lacerata

Perigonimus bitentaculatus (Wright), comb.
nov.

Athecata

98

Previously as Atractylis bitentaculatus

Perigonimus coccineus (Wright), comb. nov.

Athecata

97

Previously as Atractylis coccinea

Perigonimus miniatus (Wright), comb. nov.

Athecata

97

Previously as Atractylis miniata

Perigonimus quadritentaculatus (Wright),
comb. nov.

Athecata

98

Previously as Atractylis quadritentaculatus

Podocoryne areolata (Alder), comb. nov.

Athecata

32

Previously as Hydractinia areolata

Podocoryne proboscidea Hincks, sp. nov.

Athecata

317



Podocorynidae Hincks, fam. nov. *

Athecata

27

Now synonymized with Hydractiniidae
L. Agassiz, 1862

Salacia abietina (Sars), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

212

Previously as Campanularia abietina

Sertularella fusiformis (Hincks), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

243

Previously as Sertularia fusiformis

Sertularella gayi (Lamouroux), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

237

Previously as Sertularia gayi

Sertularella tenella (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

242

Previously as Sertularia tenella

Sertularella tricuspidata (Alder), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

239

Previously as Sertularia tricuspidata

Sertularia gracilis Hassall in Hincks, sp. nov.

Thecaphora

262

“Hassall, MS”

Stauridiidae Hincks, fam. nov. *

Athecata

61

Now synonymized with Cladonematidae
Gegenbaur, 1857

Stauridium productum (Wright), comb. nov.

Athecata

68

Previously as Stauridia producta

Syncoryne ferox (Wright), comb. nov.

Athecata

319

Previously as Coryne ferox

Syncoryne gravata (Wright), comb. nov.

Athecata

53

Previously as Coryne gravata

Thuiaria articulata (Pallas), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

277

Previously as Sertularia articulata

Thuiaria thuja (Linnaeus), comb. nov.

Thecaphora

275

Previously as Sertularia thuja

Trichydridae Hincks, fam. nov.

Thecaphora

215



* Not recorded in the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS) (http://www.marinespecies.org), accessed
9 July 2018.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY

A detailed bibliographical description of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes is
presented in the Appendix. The sole edition, published by John Van Voorst, was issued as
two volumes in octavo format, on two paper‐sizes, demy and royal. The letterpress
comprised a single impression by the printers Taylor and Francis in London. The two title‐
pages are spuriously dated 1868. In royal copies, the plates are undated etchings by Tuffen
West; the printer is unknown. The early printings have very heavy plate‐marks (a later
reprinting issued by Gurney & Jackson, Van Voorst’s successors, less so), and lack any
lettering for attributions to artist, printer and publisher. The plates in demy copies are
lithographs transferred from the royal intaglios and were printed by Tuffen West’s brother,
William West; they are lettered with attributions to artist, printer and publisher, and are
correctly dated 1869.
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APPENDIX: A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH HYDROID
ZOOPHYTES

The sole edition of the two volumes of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes was
available on two sizes of paper, demy and royal, in octavo format, which were published
simultaneously. This description is based upon examination of my own copies (two royal
and two demy sets), complemented by one royal and five demy sets digitized online (see
Table 2). It is expected that further variant cloth‐cases may be discovered in the future, since
rather few are recorded herein. Hence, whilst the accounts given of those now described
might appear to be excessively detailed, it has previously been demonstrated how important
such minute points may be in distinguishing closely similar variants of cloth cases (Williams,
2018b).
Table 2. Correlation of characteristics of the paper‐size states and cloth‐case styles of A History of the British
Hydroid Zoophytes (Hincks 1868 [1869]).
Library

Online source

Paper size

Errata

Adverts

Plates

BSB

Google Books

Demy

3 lines

None

Lithographs

BSZN

Google Books

Demy

3 lines

None

Publisher’s cloth

Board size

Case‐style

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Lithographs

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

MBLWHOI

BHL

Demy

3 lines

None

Lithographs

Navy blue
diagonal wave
(Krupp Wav3)

RBW



Demy

5 lines

May 1868

Lithographs

Greyish‐blue
diagonal wave
(Krupp Wav3)

229 × 143 mm

a

RBW



Demy

3 lines

None

Lithographs

Navy blue
diagonal wave
(Krupp Wav3)

225 × 138 mm

b

SIO

HathiTrust

Demy

3 lines

None

Lithographs

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

SUI

HathiTrust

Demy

5 lines

None

Lithographs

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

Indiscernible

RBW



Royal

5 lines

None

Intaglios

Dull green fine
diaper (Krupp
Dia2)

264 × 159 mm

c

RBW



Royal

5 lines

None

Intaglios

Navy blue
diagonal wave
(Krupp Wav3)

262 × 158 mm

d

RCPE

BHL

Royal

5 lines

None

Intaglios

Dull green fine
diaper (Krupp
Dia2)

Indiscernible

c

BHL = Biodiversity Heritage Library; BSB = Bayerische StaatsBibliothek; BSZN = Biblioteca Stazione Zoologica
Napoli; MBLWHOI = Marine Biological Laboratory Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; RBW = R. B.
Williams; RCPE = Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh; SIO = Scripps Institution of Oceanography;
SUI = State University of Iowa.

British Hydroid Zoophytes was printed by Taylor and Francis, of Red Lion Court, Fleet
Street, London (see Brown (1982) for further details of the printers). In addition to the
letterpress, within which are printed 62 wood‐engravings (“wood‐cuts”, see pages 331333),
there are also 67 plates, as intaglios in the royal state (printer unknown), and as lithographs
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in the demy state (printed by William West). The gatherings in volume 1 are sewn in eights,
and the point‐holes visible at the fore‐edges of lightly‐trimmed copies confirm the octavo
format (see Gaskell, 1974). Volume 2 is cased with the leaves fixed in gutta‐percha
(caoutchouc). Demy copies of the two volumes were priced at 42 shillings, and royal copies
at 84 shillings (Low, 1873: 181); this is exactly the same pricing structure as for Johnston’s
second edition of A History of British Zoophytes, published some 22 years earlier (see
Williams, 2018a: 153).
The letterpress

There is only one edition. The type‐setting in volume 1 of both states of paper‐size, and
of both issues of the royal size is the same, judging by McKerrow’s (1927: 183) transect
method (four random transects examined in each of two copies of each paper‐size).
Likewise, the leaves bearing captions and explanations of the plates in volume 2 are identical
in both states.
The title‐page of volume 1, which contains the text only (see Figure 1), reads (in quasi‐
facsimile):
A | HISTORY | OF THE | BRITISH HYDROID ZOOPHYTES. | BY | THOMAS HINCKS,
B.A. | IN TWO VOLUMES. | VOL. I.—TEXT. | LONDON : | JOHN VAN VOORST,
PATERNOSTER ROW. | MDCCC.LXVIII.
The title‐page of volume 2 differs only in line 8, thus: “VOL. II.—PLATES.”
The collational formula of volume 1 is:
Demy or royal 8vo: 1 26 ad8 e2 BY8 Z1 [$2 signed (1, 21, 22, e2)]. 210 leaves.6
Demy leaf size:7 221 × 141 mm (fore‐edges and tails trimmed, shape ratio 1.57).
Following Gaskell (1974: 86), multiplying up the leaf dimensions for an octavo gives 564 ×
442 mm or 22.2 × 17.4 inches, which approximates to the size of a demy sheet of 22½ × 17¾
inches (Gould, 1876). Some copies may be slightly more heavily trimmed, the leaf
dimensions being only 217 × 139 mm.
Royal leaf size: 257 × 160 mm (fore‐edges and tails trimmed, shape ratio 1.61).
Multiplying up the leaf dimensions for an octavo gives 640 × 514 mm or 25.2 × 20.2 inches,
which approximates to the size of a royal sheet of 25 × 20 inches (Gould, 1876). Copies issued
after Van Voorst’s retirement in 1886, by his immediate successors Gurney & Jackson, have a
leaf‐size of 255 × 158 mm (see later; “Variant cases”, case‐style d).
The composition of volume 1 is:
xiv + lxviii + 338 pp; [ixiv] [i] iilxviii [1] 2316 [317] 318325 [326327] 328334 [335]
336338. Paginated at top, outer corners of pages. Pages in square brackets, as shown above,
are not numbered.
Signatures J, V and W are omitted, as is usual in the printers’ alphabet for signing gatherings of leaves (see
Williams, 2012).
7 Note that it is possible for the actual linear width of a printed leaf to be greater than the width of a board,
without protruding beyond it after casing (cf. leaf widths here with associated board widths in Table 2). This is
due to the rounding and backing process during casing, which, by both compressing and imparting a sharp
vertical crease to the sewn inner edge of a gathering, effectively reduces its linear width. The dimensions of
the boards could not, of course, have been decided upon until after the text‐block was thus prepared for
casing; if sized before rounding and backing of the leaves, they would have been too large.
6
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The contents of British Hydroid Zoophytes are as follows:
Volume 1: [i] half‐title; [iiiii] blank; [iv] woodcut of Eudendrium rameum; [v] title‐page;
[vi] quotation (Ruskin); [viixi] preface; [xii] woodcut of Plumularia halecioides; [xiiixiv]
contents; [i]lxviii introduction; [1]135 suborder I Athecata; 136 woodcut of Campanularia
angulata; 137308 suborder II Thecaphora; 309316 suborder III Gymnochroa; [317]324
appendix; 324325 supplement to appendix; [326] blank; [327]330 works on Hydroida;
331333 lists of woodcuts; 334 initials of persons, errata; [335]338 index; 338 printer’s
imprint. There may be sewn into early‐issued demy copies, a list of books published by Van
Voorst, dated May 1868 (4 leaves, pages 18); in it, British Hydroid Zoophytes is noted as “In
the press”.
Volume 2: [i] half‐title; [ii] blank; [iii] title‐page; [iv] quotation (Crabbe), printer’s
imprint; [v] note on drawings; [vi] blank. Apart from the foregoing, there are 67 plain plates,
interleaved with 67 single unsigned leaves, each facing a plate, and bearing the caption and
explanation on the facing verso side (the recto is blank, and faces the verso of the preceding
plate).
The few errata adverted to by the printer appear at the foot of page 334 in volume 1. In
some demy copies, three errors (on pages xxii, 2 and 35) are noted, whilst in other demy
copies, and apparently in all royal copies, five errors (on pages xxii, 2, 35, 114 and 327) are
noted. The amendments to the errata occur in the penultimate gathering and were doubtless
made part‐way through the print‐run of demy copies. The amended sheets would have been
distributed randomly among others during the sewing. Similarly, Van Voorst’s lists would
have been included haphazardly as they came to hand. Regarding royal copies, they were
customarily printed after the standard demy copies, so presumably all copies would show
the extended errata note, as observed here. That notion is supported by the fact that, in all
the royal copies examined, a lead (a sliver of metal serving to separate horizontal lines of
type in the forme) has worked loose and risen above the level of the type‐face, producing an
unintended inked line half‐way across page 332 between lines 10 and 11; such was not
observed in any demy copies. Neither these curiosities of printing, nor the inclusion of Van
Voorst’s list of works only in some demy copies, have any bearing on the date of publication.
Van Voorst appears never to have inserted advertisements into large‐paper copies of his
books.
The wood engravings

There are lists of the wood engravings (“woodcuts”) in volume 1 (pages 331333).
Although the original artists are named, the wood engravers are not, nor are any of the
engravings signed. It may be, however, that Tuffen West executed at least some of them,
because he was heavily involved in the production of British Hydroid Zoophytes (see the
preface, page [x]), and is known to have possessed the necessary skill (see Paisley, 2017).
However, it is a curious fact that all of the engravings are unsigned, since he adopted at
some time a distinctive monogram that he might have used (for which, see Paisley, 2015,
2016a). Tuffen West is not included in the checklist of British wood‐engravers (ca 1820  ca
1860) by Buchanan‐Brown (1984), although West was a highly‐skilled engraver by the late
1850s (Paisley, 2016a). The possible reason is that Buchanan‐Brown appears not to have
included engravers outside his interest in “fine art”.
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The plates

Since the plates of British Hydroid Zoophytes are crucial to the evidence for the correct
date of the whole work, they demand special attention. Their peculiarities add considerable
weight to the criticism by Bridson (1976) of the generally sparse descriptions of plates in
bibliographies of scientific books, when he observed that “A medium of reproduction simply
stated as etching, stipple‐engraving, lithography, photo‐engraving &c. is scarcely adequate”.
There is no table of contents for the plates; references to them are given within the
relevant text for each species in volume 1, and the captions and explanations appear on a leaf
facing each plate in volume 2 (see above). A preliminary leaf in volume 2 bears the statement
“The magnified detail has in almost all cases been drawn by the Author with the Camera
lucida, to the same scale.” Further information precedes the explanation of plate 1: “The
figures which are not credited to any one else are drawn by the Author”. Concerning those
attributed to other authorities, figures copied from previous publications are described as
being “after” the originator, whilst those prepared specifically for British Hydroid Zoophytes
are noted as being “from a drawing by” some person. This latter group comprises the
eminent naturalists and artists Joshua Alder, George Hodge, E. W. H. Holdsworth, Tuffen
West, Professor Wyville Thomson, George James Allman and George Busk.
British Hydroid Zoophytes is an extremely unusual (in my personal experience, unique)
production, in that the plates of the two paper sizes were printed by different processes. It is
clear that The Athenaeum’s reviewer of British Hydroid Zoophytes had before him a copy of the
demy state, since he made particular reference to “the lithographic illustrations which fill
one volume” (Anonymous, 1869b). Furthermore, the perceptive reviewer for The Monthly
Microscopical Journal observed that “The plates are sixty‐seven in number, and though in
some cases a little flat and wanting in artistic beauty (owing, we believe, to having been
printed from “transfers”), they are, on the whole, admirable representations, faithful and
well arranged” (Anonymous, 1869c). The reviewer for The Popular Science Review
(Anonymous, 1869d), who inaccurately gave the title as A History of the British Zoophytes, but
a correct publication date of 1869, went even further:
Two editions of the work have been issued simultaneously: in one [the royal state], the plates
have all the fidelity and artistic excellence which was to have been expected from the conjoint
labours of Mr. Hincks and Mr. Tuffen West; in the other [the demy state], a cheaper edition,
the plates have been printed by what is known as “transfer,” hence the illustrations do
injustice to the artist. Motives of economy on the part of the publisher, we presume, are to
blame for this, but we should imagine it was not done with the consent of the author.

The following are the characteristic differences between the plates in volume 2 of demy
and royal copies.
1) The royal plates have a prominent plate‐mark (see Figure 3), so are either copper or,
more likely at this date, steel intaglios. The plate‐marks are so deep that, when the volume
was pressed before casing, they were indented into the opposing interleaved letterpress
pages. However, the demy plates have no plate‐marks, despite their leaves being large
enough to accommodate them if the plates had been produced by an intaglio process.
2) The demy plates are in fact lithographs, apparently copied from the original metal
plates, using transfer‐paper. The printing of some of them may be darker than that of the
royal plates, which appear more delicate and precise. The lettering at the foot of each demy
plate appears to have been added to the images, possibly in two stages, after they had been
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transferred from the metal to the stone, since the impressions of the rubrics are very variable
in boldness, and some are poorly aligned, as if some details, particularly the date, had been
altered (see Figures 2 and 4).
3) The lettering at the foot of each lithographic plate of the demy state reads thus: to the
left, “Tuffen West sculp.”; on the same level to the right, “W. West imp.”; and centrally
below those, “London : John Van Voorst. MDCCCLXIX.” (Figures 2 and 4). The attribution
“Tuffen West sculp.” must actually apply to the original intaglio royal plates; in the preface
(page [x]), Hincks acknowledges Tuffen West (18231891) for “engravings”,8 an apparently
extremely rare, perhaps unique, departure from his usual lithographic work documented by
Paisley (2015, 2016b). However, according to the rubric on the plates, his younger brother
William (18281870) printed the demy lithographs, and had presumably also transferred the
original engravings to the stones.9 This was apparently the final stage of the book’s
production, which explains the date MDCCCLXIX on each plate. The rubrics on the demy
plates fall within the area bounded by the intaglio plate‐mark on the royal plates, and since
they are not on the original intaglios, must have been added on the stones. Variability in
boldness of impressions and misalignments of the date of Van Voorst’s imprint on some
plates (see Figure 4) suggest that it was amended, perhaps to change the date from
MDCCCLXVIII when it was realized that publication would not be possible until the year
following the date on the title‐pages of the letterpress.10 It seems likely that Van Voorst made
a rather late decision to publish the demy state with transfer‐lithographs in order to reduce
his production costs, apparently delaying the publication of both states.11 The original royal
plates were left unattributed, no doubt because additional engraving or etching on them
would have been more time‐consuming and expensive.
Paisley (2017) stated “I find no evidence of metal engraving by Tuffen or William West,
although Tuffen made wood engravings”. Despite this conclusion, Paisley in fact
reproduced an image of Hincks’s plate VIII, which being without the rubrics described
above, clearly originated from a royal copy (Paisley, 2016c); unfortunately, he somewhat
ambiguously identified it as a wood engraving or a lithograph. Paisley’s error may be
explained by his copying this illustration from an online digitized version, so he presumably
had not examined an actual physical plate; nevertheless, the plate‐mark in the reproduction
is clearly visible. Hence, the intaglio plates of the royal state of British Hydroid Zoophytes
apparently constitute the hitherto only recorded examples of intaglio illustrations by Tuffen
West.
8 Considering that there is a separate list of “woodcuts” with other attributions (pages 331333), Hincks was
clearly referring to the volume of plates. These “engravings” actually exhibit the basic characteristics of
etchings, viz., even thicknesses of lines with blunt ends, occasional repeated strokes to embolden a line, and
great freedom of form in tiny figures (see Gascoigne, 2004). Nevertheless, at least some of them may have been
produced by a combination of engraving and etching. This was common practice, and the terms were often
loosely used in Victorian times (see Williams, 2018a: 153).
9 Fairly recently, a number of very informative papers addressing the lives and business practices of the West
brothers has appeared (Baker et al., 2014; Paisley, 2015, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d, 2017).
10 Likewise, the quality of lettering for the West brothers’ attributions is also somewhat variable (Figure 4).
11 Presumably, Van Voorst might potentially have further reduced his production costs by printing the
transferred etchings four at a time from each lithographic stone (Michael Twyman, Emeritus Professor of
Typography & Graphic Communication, University of Reading, pers. comm., 6 July 2018). However, although
there is some variability in the boldness of the lithographs, there is no clear evidence that such differences are
associated with any four consecutive plates.
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Figure 4. Variability in alignment and boldness of Van Voorst’s rubric on lithographs in volume 2 of
the demy state of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes (Hincks 1868 [1869]). From the top, plates
3, 10, 13, 25, 26, 42, 49, 50 and 63 (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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The paper

The thicknesses of the paper used for the different states of letterpress were ascertained
by measurement with a micrometer.12 Comparisons made were between the demy and royal
sheets of the Van Voorst issue, and between the royal sheets of the Van Voorst and the
Gurney & Jackson issues (see previously). For each type of paper, one leaf from each of ten
random gatherings (sheets) in a single copy were measured. The papers used for the plates
were also compared, measuring ten random, different plates of demy and royal states in
single copies issued by Van Voorst and Gurney & Jackson. For both letterpress and plates,
statistical comparisons were made by t‐tests (two‐sample, independent data). These physical
characteristics of papers complement the observations on their printing; all copies examined
were found to be of the same type‐setting, with the same uncorrected errata that are noted
on page 334.
The letterpress of both states originally issued by Van Voorst is on un‐watermarked
paper. Comparative mean thicknesses of the leaves of each state are: demy, 0.0044 inch
(standard deviation = 0.00034 inch), and royal, 0.0050 inch (standard deviation = 0.00036).
The difference is statistically significant (t‐test; 18 d.f.; P < 0.01), reflecting different paper
qualities. The royal letterpress issued by Gurney & Jackson is apparently the original stock,
with leaves of mean thickness 0.0047 inch (standard deviation = 0.0027). Hence, the
difference between the Van Voorst and Gurney & Jackson royal copies is not statistically
significant (t‐test; 18 d.f.; P > 0.05). The respective thicknesses of the text‐blocks of volume 1
are: demy ca 2.5 cm and royal ca 3.0 cm.
The situation regarding the plates is rather more complicated. The lithographic demy
plates are on a cheaper paper than that of the intaglio royal plates, which is thicker, bearing
prominent, deep plate‐marks that show through on the verso. The mean demy plate‐paper
thickness is 0.0040 inch (standard deviation = 0.00005 inch); the mean royal‐plate paper
thickness in Van Voorst copies is 0.0078 inch (standard deviation = 0.00023). The difference
in thickness is statistically significantly different (t‐test; 18 d.f.; P < 0.0001). Hence, the early
royal plate‐leaves are 1.96 times thicker than the demy leaves, and their respective text‐block
thicknesses of volume 2 (which include the interleaved plate descriptions on letterpress
paper) are ca 2.3 cm and ca 1.5 cm. The demy plate‐paper thickness (0.0040 inch) is a little less
than that of the demy letterpress‐paper (0.0044 inch).
However, the paper used for the royal plates reprinted by Gurney & Jackson is thinner
and slightly shinier than that of the Van Voorst royal copies, and shows only a faint plate‐
mark that does not show through on the verso. The mean thickness is 0.0049 inch (standard
deviation = 0.00005 inch), and is thus only 1.24 times thicker than the Van Voorst demy
plates, and about two‐thirds the thickness of the Van Voorst royal plates. The difference in
thickness between the royal plates is statistically significant (t‐test; 18 d.f.; P < 0.0001). The
thickness of the Gurney & Jackson volume 2 text‐block is 1.9 cm. None of the demy or royal
papers used by either publisher for the plates is watermarked.

12

The micrometer used was graduated in imperial inches.
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Variant cases

It is probable that British Hydroid Zoophytes, like all the other monographs in Van
Voorst’s “Natural History of the British Isles” series, having been printed in London, were
cased locally, although binder’s tickets are not evident. As was the usual practice, batches of
letterpress and plates would have been cased only as necessary to keep pace with sales,
although there would have been fewer plates originally printed than sets of letterpress (see
Williams, 2018b: 163), which no doubt accounts for the cheaper paper used for royal plates
printed and issued after 1886 by Gurney & Jackson (see previously).13 Cloth‐grains of the
variant cases described herein are classified according to the system of Krupp (2008).
Case a: demy early issue (Figure 5). Greyish‐blue diagonal wave (cloth‐grain Krupp
Wav3). Volume 1: front board with blind borders (three plain rules of equal thickness); back
board the same as front. The gilt lettering on the spine reads: “BRITISH | HYDROID |
ZOOPHYTES | [10 mm plain rule] | HINCKS | [8 mm plain rule] | VOL I.” (49 mm vertical
span; lettering 4 mm high, except last line 4.5 mm). Two plain rules and one ornate band
(inner) in blind at the head and tail. May have Van Voorst’s list of works for May 1868 sewn
in. Volume 2: as volume 1, except all gilt spine‐lettering 4 mm high; upper rule 9 mm; last
line “VOL. II.” (note additional full‐stop). Boards 229 × 143 mm. Fore‐edges and tail
trimmed. All endpapers cream. No binder’s ticket.
Case b: demy later issue (Figure 6). Navy blue diagonal wave (cloth‐grain Krupp Wav3).
Volume 1: front board with blind borders (three plain rules, the outer the widest; within, and
precisely the same width as, the inner rule, on each of its four sides, are two widely‐spaced
dots14); back board the same as front. The gilt lettering on the spine reads: “BRITISH |
HYDROID | ZOOPHYTES | [11 mm swell rule with separated point in centre] | HINCKS |
[11 mm swell rule with separated point in centre] | VOL. I.” (52 mm vertical span; lettering
bolder than case a, 6 mm high, except last two lines 4.5 mm). One plain rule and one ornate
band (inner) in blind at the head and tail. No advertisements. Volume 2: as volume 1, but gilt
spine lettering (50 mm vertical span) finer than volume 1, all 5.5 mm high except last two
lines 4 mm; 12 mm upper plain rule with separated point in centre; 10 mm lower plain rule
with separated point in centre. Boards 225 × 138 mm. Fore‐edges and tail trimmed. All
endpapers black. No binder’s ticket.
Case c: royal early issue (Figure 7). Dull green fine diaper (12/cm) (cloth‐grain Krupp
Dia2). Volume 1: front board with blind borders (two plain rules, the outer wider than the
inner); back board the same as front. The gilt lettering on the spine reads: “BRITISH |
13 In November 1888, Gurney & Jackson appended to some copies of Notes on Sport and Ornithology (Rudolf,
1889) a 16‐page advertising brochure, comprised almost entirely of Van Voorst’s previous publications,
including both paper‐sizes of Hydroid Zoophytes. However, in later advertisements for “Mr. Van Voorst’s
standard books on the natural history of the British Isles”, inserted in Bird‐life of the Borders (Chapman, 1889),
only the price of demy copies was noted; as also in A Manual of Gothic Moldings (Paley, 1891) in a list of
“Natural History of the British Isles” (in both instances, it was noted that “A few copies have also been printed
on Large Paper”, but their current availability was not explicitly stated). In Notes on the Birds of Rainham
(Prentis, 1894), under “Standard works on British natural history”, again only the demy price was given for
British Hydroid Zoophytes, but for some other titles, demy and royal prices were stated. It seems reasonable to
conclude, therefore, that at some time around 1889, the royal volumes had gone out of print with Gurney &
Jackson.
14 These dots can very easily be overlooked unless a magnifying glass is used.
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HYDROID | ZOOPHYTES | [11 mm plain rule] | HINCKS | 1.” (51 mm vertical span;
lettering 4 mm high, except last line 5 mm; note Arabic 1, not Roman I). No ornamentation at
head and tail. No advertisements. Volume 2: as volume 1, but last line of gilt spine‐lettering
“II.”. Boards 264 × 159 mm. Fore‐edges and tail trimmed. All endpapers cream; no binder’s
ticket.
Case d: royal late issue (Figure 8).15 Navy blue diagonal wave (cloth‐grain Krupp Wav3).
Volume 1: front board with blind borders (two plain rules, the outer wider than the inner);
back board the same as front. The gilt serifed lettering on the spine reads: “BRITISH |
HYDROID | ZOOPHYTES | [10.5 mm plain rule] | HINCKS | I.” (53 mm vertical span;
lettering 4 mm high, except last line 5 mm). At bottom, above tail‐rules, “GURNEY | AND |
JACKSON” in sanserif. Two plain gilt rules at the head and tail. No advertisements.
Endpapers black. Volume 2: as volume 1, but gilt spine‐lettering (50 mm vertical span) is
sanserif except last line “II.”, all 5 mm high except penultimate line 3 mm; 9 mm rule. Boards
262 × 158 mm. Fore‐edges and tail trimmed. Endpapers off‐white; no binder’s ticket. Despite
Gurney & Jackson’s imprint on the spine, the original Van Voorst title‐page is retained.

Although this is a non‐matching pair of volumes with different spine‐lettering, they apparently comprise a
set, as issued after 1886 by Gurney & Jackson. It seems likely that the plates were exhausted before the
letterpress volume, and more had to be printed and cased in order to complete deficient sets. This set was
presented to the University of Reading in 1954 by Dr Nellie B. Eales (Fellow of the University), but was
subsequently disposed of.
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Figure 5. Van Voorst’s early case a for volume 1 of the demy state of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes
(Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of boards 229 × 143 mm (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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Figure 6. Van Voorst’s later case b for volume 1 of the demy state of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes
(Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of boards 225 × 138 mm (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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Figure 7. Van Voorst’s early case c for volume 1 of the royal state of A History of the British Hydroid Zoophytes
(Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of boards 264 × 159 mm (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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Figure 8. Gurney & Jackson’s post‐1886 case d for volume 1 of the royal state of A History of the British Hydroid
Zoophytes (Hincks 1868 [1869]). Actual size of boards 262 × 158 mm (Photo: R. B. Williams, 2018).
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